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DinAir one bArber kit

QUICK START GUIDE 

IMPROVE YOUR SKILL
MISTAKES EVAPORATE WHEN PRACTICING WITH WATER!

Improve your skills and practice your techniques by always 

using water before makeup.

Put a few drops of water into the makeup cup. This is where 
you will, in a short time, be adding and even mixing makeup 
colors. Use water first to practice, then try makeup and continue 
to practice.

5  lever controls makeup

Pulling back on the lever will release the liquid into the air. 
The more you pull the lever back, the more liquid is released. 
Practice slightly pulling back and forth on the lever to release 
small amounts of liquid. The key is to not overspray. 
Your airbrush is a continuous flow airbrush. That means when 
the compressor is on, you will feel air coming out of the front 
of your airbrush. The only way to spray liquid is to pull back on 
your lever. When spraying your liquid, it should feel dry on the 
skin. If it feels wet, then you are over spraying.
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Index finger on lever controls 
makeup flow. Helps hold airbrush.

Airbrush rests between 
middle finger and thumb.

4  finger posItIons

Hold the airbrush as you would hold a pen, with gentle grip and 
fingers extended. Find a comfortable grip and place your index 
finger on the lever. Use your index finger to pull back on the 
lever gently. Never use your thumb to control the lever.

DRAPE HOSE OVER YOUR ARM

Rest against handle.

Soft Grip

WARNING: Only charge with the supplied battery
charger.

Makeup Cup
Add Drops

Atomizer Tip

Airbrush

On/Off Button
at fingertip

Makeup Lever
Controls Makeup Flow

Charge for 1 hour before
using. Can run while
plugged into charger

Charge Port
12.6 vdc, 0.5 amp

Compressor
(Air Source)

1  All-In-one Airbrush coMpressor 

Push spring clasp collar down to release airbrush.

2  swAp Airbrushes in seconDs

Instant On/Off 

Extend running 
time by turning 

off when not 
applying makeup

3  turn on/off your dinair one



More Questions?
Dinair’s Award-Winning Customer Service Team can 

answer any and all of your questions, 
M-F, 8AM-5PM PST.

Call or visit us online!
AirbrushMakeup.com | 800.785.4770 | Help@Dinair.com

Need Additional Tips, Tricks & Techniques?
Learn how to airbrush ANYTHING and EVERYTHING online!

Hair, Eyes, Nails, Tanning, and so much more!

www.AirbrushMakeup.com/Barber

Explore our Online Video Library and Online Courses:

www.AirbrushMakeup.com/howto/media/face/

11 hAir MAkeup fAq
If the hair makeup seems to go very fast, it is a pretty 
good guess the makeup is being applied more heavily than 
recommended. 

How many drops are being used for Hair Makeup?  
We generally recommend between 3 and 6 drops. Repeat if 
needed.   

10 Deep cleAn fully AsseMbleD Airbrush
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A clean airbrush is a happy airbrush! To ensure optimal airbrush 
performance ALWAYS clean and store properly using our cleaning 
caps. Keep your airbrushes capped when not in use to prevent or 
loosen dried makeup. 

1) Place the lever holder between 
the makeup cup and lever. 2) At-
tach the cap to the hose barb and 
twist to wrap the two together.

Push the nose cap on, up to 
the black cap line. 

Put 5 - 10 
drops of Dinair 
Airbrush Cleaner 
in the makeup 
cup.

Squeeze the nose tip until 
you see a soap foam in the 
cup. This pumping action 
pushes the cleaner back and 
forth through the makeup 
cup and nose cap.

Put the cap on the makeup cup to continue cleaning. Be sure to 
clean, cap, and soak your airbrush between uses to keep it clean 
and ready. 

www.AirbrushHelp.com

CLEAN AND CAP YOUR AIRBRUSH IN BETWEEN APPLICATIONS.

Watch the Foaming Action 
Clean the Airbrush!

9 Airbrush help
Airbrush sprAying poorly? try this!

Add cleaner to brush and vigorously brush airbrush tip to 
remove stubborn dried makeup

ALWAYS CLEAN AIRBRUSH BEFORE APPLYING MAKEUP AND IN 
BETWEEN APPLICATIONS FOR BEST SPRAY QUALITY.
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8 Mix AnD MAtch
•MIX CUSTOM COLORS
  Blend colors easily in the airbrush makeup cup, a few drops at a time        
  to make custom shades.
•Use the back bubbling technique to mix a lighter color with a darker     
  color to find the right shade in between.

Mix any Colors

=

Chocolate 
Brown

Matte 
Black

New 
Color

Don’t start by pointing the airbrush at the chosen area where you 
want the makeup to begin. Start moving with air only, smoothly 
towards the chosen area. When you’re in line with the chosen area, 
pull back the lever to release the hair makeup. Similarly, at the end 
of the line, pull the makeup lever forward but continue to move your 
airbrush for a second for fine tapered lines. 

7 VArying DistAnce

FINE LINE
SHADOW

FADE

6 DistAnce controls brushing size

FADE  6”

SHADOW  4”

FiNE LiNES  1-2”

The Distance Guide will help you to rehearse  holding the tip 
of the airbrush the correct distance from the face.   It adjusts 
from about 1”out to 5”.


